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The Radio Station, Seventh Edition: Broadcast, Satellite & InternetFocal Press, 2006
Keith's masterful updated survey of what has changed and what remains the same in the dynamic audio industry.
 - Christopher Sterling, 
	George Washington University     

       The bible for beginning radio professionals. A complete guide to the internal workings of radio stations and the radio industry. The book  is now a...
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The Killer Book of True Crime: Incredible Stories, Facts and Trivia from the World of Murder and MayhemSourcebooks, Inc., 2007

	This book is designed to serve up a potpourri of delectable information about crime in a manner that’s entertaining, informative, and satisfying. It should be right down the average crime lover’s gurney—or rather, alley.


	This book serves up crime in a variety of ways. There are Notable Quotables (quotes from...
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Improving Profit: Using Contribution Metrics to Boost the Bottom LineApress, 2013

	Business of all sizes have a problem: How do you know—in real time—whether you are earning the profit you need to grow or even just stay in business? And which products or services are doing the “heavy lifting” in contributing to profit? Financial statements tell only part of the story. They are backward looking, for...
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Sams Teach Yourself Wireless Java with J2ME in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2001
Sams Teach Yourself Wireless Java with J2ME in 21 Days begins by establishing the basic parameters of J2ME development and its uses in building wireless applications. The tutorial chapters introduce both text and graphical application development for typical wireless devices. Finally, the book presents the major types of...
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Exploring Black Holes: Introduction to General RelativityBenjamin Cummings, 2000
A concise, direct examination of general relativity and black holes, Exploring Black Holes provides tools that motivate tools that motivate readers to become active participants in carrying out their own investigations about curved spacetime near earth and black holes. The authors use calculus and algebra to make general relativity...
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Ajax Hacks : Tips & Tools for Creating Responsive Web SitesO'Reilly, 2006
Ajax, the popular term for Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, is one of the most important combinations of technologies for web developers to know these days. With its rich grouping of technologies, Ajax developers can create interactive web applications with XML-based web services, using JavaScript in the browser to process the...
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Fitness Made Simple: The Power to Change Your Body, The Power to Change Your LifeMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	Discover John Basedow's secrets for getting the body you've always wanted


	Fitness expert and media icon John Basedow's body-transforming plan is literally Fitness Made Simple. After trying just about every fitness fad and gimmick with little success, John developed this multidimensional approach that is...
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Fourier Transform Methods in FinanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	In recent years, Fourier transform methods have emerged as one of the major methodologies for the evaluation of derivative contracts, largely due to the need to strike a balance between the extension of existing pricing models beyond the traditional Black-Scholes setting and a need to evaluate prices consistently with the market...
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100 Midcentury Chairs: And Their StoriesGibbs Smith, 2017

	Pull up a chair (or 100) for this midcentury design showcase.


	Here is a stylish guide to the top 100 most interesting, most controversial, or simply most beautiful chairs designed between 1930 and 1970. Get to know the designers of the Modern era, including the Eames, Jacobsen, Nakashima, Noguchi, Wegner, and many more,...
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Corporate Resiliency: Managing the Growing Risk of Fraud and CorruptionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Corporate Resiliency: Managing the Growing Risk of Fraud and Corruption is written for members of boards of directors and audit committees, senior executives, those who advise or report to them, and those responsible for managing fraud and corruption risks. It describes in plain English terms a proactive fraud and corruption risk...
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Algorithms on Strings, Trees and Sequences: Computer Science and Computational BiologyCambridge University Press, 1997
"...an important summary of the state of the art in pattern matching and an indicator of the importance biological problems have assumed among many researchers. It will hopefully encourage them to question the importance of the problems they endeavor to solve."   SIGACT News

"The book will be profitable both for graduate...
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Lightly: How to Live a Simple, Serene, and Stress-free LifeHoughton Mifflin Co, 2019

	Do you ever feel like life is weighing you down? Like the stuff in your home, the to-dos in your schedule, the worries in your heart are too much? Make "lightly" your mantra, one lovely little word to live by, and transform your life.

	

	There's no shortage of decluttering books on the market, but Lightly...
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